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A Material Life: Adventures & discoveries
in materials research
by Malcolm Holzman, FAIA
ISBN: 978 186470 211 8
With heightened concern about the use
of natural resources, materials for buildings
are once again at the forefront of discussion.
Malcolm Holzman strives to take advantage of the variety of
products available, whether time-tested, tired from over-use,
relegated to the scrap pile, entirely new or from allied fields. Five
years ago in Stonework, Holzman illustrated the unique role that
stone plays in making exceptional buildings. A Material Life, the
companion title, examines the special place other materials
occupy in his architecture.
Details in Design
edited by Joseph Boschetti
ISBN: 978 192074 428 1

Living Buildings celebrates the 50th anniversary
of Donald Insall Associates, the firm led
by esteemed British architect Donald Insall,
a leading exponent in the field of architectural conservation.
Perhaps best known for his restoration of Windsor Castle after
a devastating fire in 1992, Insall’s dedication to the preservation
of architecture has ensured the longevity of many of Britain’s
national treasures, including stately homes, town halls, churches,
entire city precincts, hospitals, royal palaces, castles, public
buildings and public spaces. A detailed examination of Insall’s
painstaking approach to architectural conservation, Living Buildings
is comprehensively illustrated by case studies, drawings, plans
and in-depth descriptions.

IN ARCHITECTURE

Living Buildings: Architectural Conservation:
Philosophy, Principles and Practice
by Donald Insall
ISBN: 978 186470 192 0
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Creative Detailing by Leading Architects

Featuring the work of many of the world’s most
influential and dynamic architectural firms,
Details in Design is the sixth title in IMAGES’
popular Details series. The featured architectural
projects are presented with superb full-colour photography and
technical drawings that place each detail within the context of
the overall design. The book features firms including Foster and
Partners, Renzo Piano, Claudio Silvestrin, Gregotti Associati
International, Bohlin Cywinski Jackson, LS3P, Erick Van Egeraat,
FXFOWLE, Studio Downie and Rafael Vinoly.

DETAILS
IN ARCHITECTURE
Creative Detailing by Leading Architects

Details in Architecture
This seventh volume in IMAGES’ highly successful Details series
is a compendium of projects designed by some of the world’s

leading architects, focusing on significant, creative and inspiring
examples of contemporary architectural detailing.

Each of the more than 50 projects included feature descriptions
of the selected details, architectural plans and drawings, and
concept sketches, together with full-colour photography.

This intensive look at specific aspects of design and construction
informs both the professional and the interested reader about
design solutions, materials used and the importance and
complexity of the finer details in the project as a whole.

The Images Publishing Group
The Images Publishing Group is one of the best-known

international publishers of architecture and interior design titles,
with an annual production of more than 65 casebound books.
Over the years, IMAGES has earned the respect of the

international architectural community with its extensive Master
Architect monograph series. To date, more than 100 high-profile
architects have collaborated with IMAGES to publish these
important chronicles of their work.

Other books published by IMAGES include pictorial interior

design and house design books; building monographs; the very

popular 50/100 of the World’s Best series; educational architecture
books; and a variety of books on graphic design, fashion, fine art,

motoring and photography. For a comprehensive overview of our
publications, please visit www.imagespublishing.com.

Front cover image:
The Globe-News Center, Holzman Moss Architecture
Photography: Copyright Tom Kessler
Back cover image:
Courtesy Jackson Architecture

Japanese-inspired renovation and addition
Torotei – Lantern House, Mornington, Victoria, Australia
Stride Group

The brief for this addition to an existing weatherboard

The use of 900- by 1800-millimetre tatami matting

house was to create an additional wing comprising a master

throughout the addition reflected traditional styling and

bedroom with ensuite and walk-in-robe, two additional

also set the parameters for the layout. The glass wall detail

bedrooms and a carport with storage. The traditional

comprises fixed frameless laminated glass extending from

Japanese lantern (Torotei) was the inspiration for a seamless

the ceiling to approximately 700 millimetres from the

transition achieved between old and new. Through the use

finished floor level. Vertical frameless glass louvre windows,

of large expanses of full-height glass, feature shoji screens

approximately 250 milllimetres high, run below the entire

and strategically placed lighting, a floating lantern effect

length of these windows, providing cross ventilation. A 450-

was achieved.

millimetre-high solid upstand completes the wall detail
section, and full-height feature timber shoji screens with
rice paper provide privacy. A timber track, recessed at floor
and ceiling levels, enables multiple shoji screens to be slid
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along the glass walls. To complete the lantern effect,
internal and external feature lighting is activated at night.
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Much of the initial design for the ensuite was derived from
the concept of a traditional Japanese bathing house.
Careful construction methods allowed for a decked timber
floor finish that drains through to the floor wastes below,
creating a wet room. The focal point in this room is the
shower wall, where traditionally bathers would wash
themselves prior to relaxing in the bathing house. The
shower wall contains four adjustable outlets, creating
scope for a shared experience, with customary koshikake
bathing stools and cedar washtub. The remainder of the
space retains an overall Japanese styling through the use
of shoji screens with feature reeds, although contemporary
elements were introduced for comfort and ease of use.
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Section though addition façade
Decking
Sliding door details
Tatami mat and timber sill detail
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Sections through façade and floor
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8&9
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Concept sketches
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Section through ensuite
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Ensuite
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Sections through ensuite wall and bathtub
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Hallway view showing ensuite sliding panels
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Sliding panel and bathtub detail

